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                                   abstract

       The single transverse-spin asymmetry for inclusive direct photon production
   has been measured using a polarized proton beam of 200 GeVlc upon an
   unpolarized proton target in -O,15 < xF < O.15 and 2.5 < PT < 3.1 GeVlc at
   Fermilab. The data on the cross section for PP - rX in 2.5 < PT < 3.8 GeVlc
   have also been provided. The measurement has been done using lead glass
   calorimeters and photon detectors which surrounded the fiducial area of the
   calorimeters. Those detectors have been located at 900 in the center of mass
   frame. Background rejection has been done using the surrounding photon
   detectors. The cross section obtained is consistent with the results of previous
   measurements, if we assurne the cross section is proportional to the atomic Rumber.
   The comparisons of the cross section with theoretical calculations have been made.
   The single transverse-spin asymmetry, AN, for the direct photon production is'
   consistent with zero within the experimental uncertainty.

1 Intreductien

    Since the Iate l960's, the structure of nucleon has been investigated in deep-

inelastic scattering of lepton from the nucleon [1, 2]. Such studies have led to a

successful description of the internal structure of hadroRs by a quark-parton model [3].

The set of the input data for the model has been extended to include the Drell-Yan

production of lepton pairs, direct-photon production, keavy fiavor production, and'
weak boson productions [4]. The study of the hadron structure plaYs important roles

in particle physics. One of them is to provide a precisioR test of quantum
chromodynamics (QCD). The other is to convert the luminosity of hadron beam to
the luminosities of quarks and gluons. The importance of the former one has been

demonstrated in the early stage of the study by the discovery of the asymptotic

freedofn, which is the basic aspect of QCD. The importance of the latter can be

easily understood if we censider high-energy hadron collisioRs. Without the
knowledge of the quark and gluon luminosities, it is hard to relate the physical
observables to the fundamental parton subprocesses.

    For a coRcrete view on the relation between the structure functions and the
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432 N. SAITO
physical observables, let us think of the invariant cress section for inclusive production

of particle C iri the collision of hadrons A and B, A+B - C+X. The reaction is

shown schematically in Figure i. The cress section for the reaction is expressed at

the leading order as

           E ddp3g N .Iil,l,Ga!A(xa) (29 Gb!B(xb) X ddaT (abm'cd) XDcic(zc). (o

    Here xi (i=a, b, c, and d) represents the momentum fraction carried by the
parton i, The probability of finding a parton a in the hadron A with a momentum
fraction Iying betwgen x. and x. + dx. is denoted by the structure function GafA(xa).

The probability of obtaining a particle C with a momentum fraction between zc and z.

+ dz. from a parton c is denoted by the fragmentation function Dci.(zc). The cross
section for the parton reaction ab --+ cd, is denoted by dda T (ab --- cd). The
summation includes all the possible subprocesses.

    Among experimental studies of the hadroR structure, tlte direct-photon production

provides the gluon distribution at the leading order. The term "direct pkoton" means

the photon originating from an interaction of partons unlike the photon from the

production of the hadron that subsequently decays electromagnetically, The
production of photons with high transverse momentum, pT, is dominated by the gluon

"Compton" subprocess (qg -+ rq ) and the annihilation subprocess (qa - rg) (Figure

2). In particular, the gluon "Compton" subprocess dominates the direct-photon
production in pp collisions. If we replace the final photon in the gluon "Compton"

subprocess by gluon, we have 2-jet productions (qg . qg). One of the advantages of

the direct-photon production is tkat the direct photon is produced mostly via single

subprocess, while a variety of subprocess contribute to the 2-jet production. Another

advantage is that the 4-momentum of photon is generally determined with better
resolution than that of a jet. Therefore the data of cross sections for direct-photon

production have been used for obtaining the gluon distribution inside the proton [5, 6,

7].

    Listed in Table 1 are the experiments of direct--photon production in pp collisions

at high-pT. The data are provided in the wide range of the center of mass energy,
19,4 K VgJ K 63.0 GeV, There is, however, no data on pure pp collisions at Vg ==

                                                   c
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1. Experiments on direct-photon production in pp collisions. The
   experiments marked by " ";Ar " used nuclear target instead of proton

   target.
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Collaboration VST(Gev) prpax (GeVlc) Reference

UA-6(CERN)
E7060FNAL)k
RllO(CERN)
R807(CERN)
WA70(CERN)
NA24(CERN)
NA3(CERN)k
E629(FNAL)St•

24.3

30.6

63.0

63.0

22.9

23.7

19.4

19.4

6.1

8.0

10.0

11.0

7.0

6.0

5.0

4.5

[8]

[9]

[10]

[ll]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[25]

19.4 GeV. The high-pT reaction in pA collisions may be infiuenced by a nuclear
dependence of structure functions ("EMC effect") I16 - 19] and by "higher-twist"
                                                    icontributions [20], which are suppressed by a power of (vzeii) witlt respect to the

leading terms. To reject such unknown effects, the pure pp data is desirable in this

energy region [21, 22].

    The investigation of the structure of nucleon has been extended to include the
freedom of spin with works of the SLAC-Yale collaborationin the early 197e's [23 -

25]. The surprising result published in 1987 by the European Muon Collaboration
(EMC) [26] has stimulated the reconsideration of spin effect's in inelastic processes.

The measureinent of ge(x) using the polarized-muon beam on the polarized target by

the EMC has been interpreted as a direct measure ef the fraction of the proton spin

carried by quarks. The result, 12.0Å}9.4Å}13.89o, was significantly slnaller than the

value previously predicted, 60 Å} 129(o [27, 28]. The deviation of the theoretical

prediction from the experimental data has been reduced bY further studies [29], but

their data has motivated both experimental and theoretical work much in the field of

the spin structure of nucleon.

    In this context, the higher-twist effect has drawn much attention especially in

relevance to the siRgle transverse-spin asymmetry, AN. Here the parameter, AN,
represents "left-right asymmetry" of the cross sections with the vertically--polarized

proton beam as

                              A.- g:ig:, (2)
where the cross section for the particle production in Ieft (right) side is denoted by aL

(aR). It has been widely believed that the asymmetry AN is essentially zero in high-

energy hadron reactions. It has, however, been pointed out that the AN in high-
energy reactions may not be zero due to higher-twist effects [30, 31].

   A simple generalization of the QCD-factorization in Equation (1) suggests that

the single spin asymmetry can be qualitatively described as

          ANNÅíATGafA (ta) op GbiB (Vb) op ZiN(ab'-"'cd) op Dcic (2c)• (3)

               abcd
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Here ATGafA = GayAt m Ga;fAt is the difference between the number density of
parton a with spin "up" in the spin "up" hadron A and the number density of parton a

with spin "down" in the spin "up" hadron A. The a'SN (ab --+ cd) stands for the single

transverse-spin asymmetry in the subprocess, ab - cd. Any of AT Ga/A(xa), a-N, and

Dcic(zc) is responsible for the AN.

    Qiu and Sterman [32] have predicted the asymmetry AN for direct-photon
production, According to them, AN for direct-photon production in pp collisions is

due to the quark--gluon correlation function, T(x, sT), which is the twist-3 manix

element. Here sT indicates the transverse spin of the nucleon, which can be either of

"up" or "down". The twist-3 matrix element is a part of ATGaiA(xa). They have
made models of the twist-3 matrix element, T(x, sT), shown as

                  Ti (x,sT) 30.2F2(x)/x (GeV) (model l), (4)
                  Tii (x,sr) 'O.2F2(x) (GeV) (modelll). (5)

Using these matrix elements, they have predicted a large asymmetry AN, that is 3 to

109o at xF = O, as shovvn in Figure 3. They have pointed out that the asymmetry at

positive xF in pp collisions with a polarized proton beam and an unpolarized target is

mainly attributed to the quark-gluon correlation. Ji I33] has suggested that the pure

gluon-correlation contributes to the asymmetry at large negative xF value. On the

other hand, Schtifer et aL l341 have proposed alternative choice of t'he twist-3 matrix

                    (a) (b)
                                         ay
                                 Y

Fig. 2.
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Diagrams of subprocesses contributing to the direct-photon production at

the leading order, (a) gluon "Compton" and (b) annihilation subprocesses,
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(a) An example of the diagram contributing to the siRgle transverse-spin

asyrnmetry for direct-photon production.(b) Asymmetyy AN as a function
of xF at VS`= 30 GeV and pT==4 GeVlc, The solid curve is computed
usjng the twjst-3 matrix eJement ln Equation (4), the dotted curve using

the one in Equation (5).
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element, and have predicted smaller asymmetry. Efremov afid Teryaev [35] have
claimed comp}etely zero asymmetry at xF == O. It should be noted that in any model
the sigR of the asymmetry is not specified and must be determined experimentally2.

Consequently, experimental data are indispensable to elucidate the spin structure of

nucleon at the twist-3 level.

    In spite of the importance of the direct-photon production process, any spin
parameter of the process has never been measured. This is mainly due to the lack of

sufficiently high-energy polarized-proton beam andlor pure polarized-proton target,

We have overcome tkis problem with successful commissioning of the polarized proton

beafn of 200 GeVlc. The source of the polarized proton is in parity-violating decay of

the A hyperon.
    Even with the high-efiergy polarized-proton beam, there is further experimental

difficulty in discrimiRating the direct photon against photons from radiative decay of

neutral mesons such as nO -- rr and n-+ rr. The rate for the direct-photon
production is greatiy suppressed comparing to that for the jet production, because the

leading contribution to the direct-photon production is order of acrs, while the jet

production is proportional to crg. A number of background-rejection methods have

been employed in previous measurements.
    In the reconstruction rnethod, the phetoB which forms an invariant mass of rcO or

n with another photon is rejected. Usually this method requires a calorimeter with

large fiducial area. Smaller coverage will result in a large amount of background

originated from unreconstructed neutral mesons. Remaining background must be
subtracted statistically. Therefore, the precise measurement of nO and n is required.

Furthermore, the reconstruction method is not so effective especially for the high-pT
rre , since the opening angle of two photons from the decay becomes narrow. The
distance, r, between twQ photons from the rrO decay at the position of the surface of

the calorimeter is expressed as

                                   2MzoL                                         . (6)                               rN                                    rpT
Here Mno represents the mass of nO and L indicates the distance from the decay point

to the surface of the calorimeter. The r denotes the Lorentz factor for the
traRsformation from the laboratory frame to the center-of-mass system, and pT stands
for the transverse momentum of tlte rre meson. The two photons from nO decays will

merge into one shower due to the finite resolution of the detector, and will fake

direct-photon events. Hence, high capability to separate twe shewers is
indispensable.

    The isolation method requires photon candidates not to be accompanied by other
particles inside a cone of a certain radius R ( == VrsA-F;2I-?kq ÅÄ AÅë ) centered on the photon

direction (isolation cone), where n and ip represents the pseudo-rapidity, aitd the

azimuthal angle, respectively. The term "not to be accompaRied" means that the
amount of additional energy inside the cone is less than a certain fraction of the

photon energy or Iess than certain energy. The application of the isolation cut

2 Schafer et al. have given some evidence for their expectation of negative asymmetry, but have not

 Åëome to the definite conclusion.
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discriminates strongly against nO events, since a zO is usually accompanied by

additional particles from fragmentation of jet. Direct photons from Ieading order
processes are unaffected by this cut, since the photon is isolated.

   We have empleyed both of these techniques to overcome the experimental
difficulties. The nO mesons and n mesons, which are the dominant background

sources for direct photons, have been reconstructed using a Iead-glass calorimeter
which covers IxF1 Sg O.1, Fine granuality of the Iead-glass calorimeter allows us
goed efficiency of the two-shower separation and reduces the background from nO and

rp events. The measured yields of these mesons provide the basis ef the background

evaluation.

   For further discrimination of direct-photon events from the background, one of
the possible ways is the isolation cut using the calorimeter itself. In the case of our

experiment, however, the ratio of the signal to noise is about 1:5 according to a Monte

Cario simulation. We have extended the isolation cone by installing the photon
detector which surrounds the fiducial area of the calorimeter like a "picture frame" to

reduce the background contribution. The pheton detector has dual roles; one is to
reject zO and n events by detecting one photon from their decays and the other is to

suppress the background by requiring an isolation from other photon sources. The
detector is not necessarily sensitive to the energy of photon for the requirement of

isolation. Hence the installed photon detector consists of three plastic scintillators

and two lead-plate converters inserted inbetween. According to a Monte Carlo
simulation, the ratio of the signal to noise is expected to be improved to 2:1 by the

photon detector.

    Section 2 describes the experimental procedure with emphasis put on the design

and the operation of the polarized-proton beam line, the lead-glass calorirneter, and

the surrounding photon detector. Ilt Section 3, the reconstruction of 4-momenta of

photons is presented. Reconstructions of tracks of charged ' particlesand event vertices

are also described. Tke details of the afialysis for the rrO production are discussed in

Section 4. Section 5 describes the analysis procedure to extract the cross section and

asymmetry AN for the direct-photon production. In Section 6, the results on the

cross section for the direct-photon production, and on the asymmetry for the direct-

photon production are presented and discussed. The conclusion is in Section 7.

2 Experiment

   This sectioit describes the designs, the construction, aRd the performance of the

experimental apparatus.

   The experiment 704 has been performed from the end of January to the middle of

August in 1990 at the Meson Area at Fermilab. The polarized protonlantiproton
beam originated from the parity violating decay of the AIA . The polarization of the

beam was tagged at the intermediate focal point utilizing the correlation between the

polarization and tke bearn positioR. The spin was rotated to the demanded direction

using spin-rotation magnets. The protonlantiproton beam with the demanded spin
direction hit the experimental target, which was the liquid hydrogen target. The
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photons and electrons generated in the reaction were detected using two sets of lead-

glass calorimeters, Tke tracks of charged particles were detected using a set of

MWPC's. A set of photon detectors was installed to reject the background
mentioned in the previous section.

2.1 BeamLine
2.1.1 Polarized-ProtonBeam
    A polarized protonlanti-protoR beam line of 20e GeVlc was constructed in the

Meson Area of Fermilab [371. The pelarized protonlantiproton originated from the
parity violating decay of AlA .

    The proton beam ef 800 GeV!c from the TEvATRoN was divided into the MC
beam line and tlte M[P beam line, which we used. The beam profile of the MP beam
liRe was monitored with four segmented-wire ioR chambers (SWIC). A secondary-
emission monitor (SEM) was used for measuring the primary-beam intensity just
upstream of the production target (see Figure 4). A typical intensity during our
measurement was 2Å~10i2 protons per spill ( = 20 sec).

    The beafn line consisted of the A productionldecay area, the beam tagging area,

and the spin-rotation areaas shown in Figure 5. The production target was a

               soo Gev/c C"Xge,"gn.i,", g LIOfe

               Protons MC Beam Line

Fig. 4.
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beryllium wire. The target had a width of 1.5 mm, a height of 5.0 mm, and was
3e.O cm long. The charged particles produced in the target were deflected out by

sweeping magnets located downstream of the target. In the decay region of about
20 m, approximately a half of A hyperons decayed in the energy region of interest.

Neutral particles were absorbed in the neutral dump.

   In the rest frame of the A,the decay A ---. pn- occurs isotropically and the
polarization of the decay proton is 649o with the spin direction along the proton

momentum. The spin direction is not changed under the Lorentz transformation
from the rest frame to the laboratory frame (see Figure 6 (a)). For A 's which decay

at a fixed distance from the target, the trajectories of the decay protons with the same

transverse spin component are traced back to the same point on the plane which is

normal to tlte beam axis at the.production point regardless of the direction of A

momentum in the laboratory frarne as shown in Figure 6 (b). The image of the
traced-back beam positions in the plane is called the "virtual source" of Polarized

protons.

   The momentum of the beam particle was selected by the dipole magnets
downstream of the decay region. The momentum bite was about Å}309o after this
selection. The momentum of the beam particle was further selected with the
collimator located just upstream of the beam tagging area. The momentum bite of
transmitted particle was Å} 9%.

2.1.2 Beam Tagging System
   The beam tagging system was constructed near the intermediate focal point, that

was 150-m downstream of the production target. The tagging system consisted of
tagging hodoscopes. The location of tke hodoscopes are schematically shown in

Figure 7. The dimensions and the segmentation are listed in Table 2. The
polarization hodoscopes, POLI, POL2, and POL3 were segmented in the horizontal
direction (x), and the momentum hodoscopes, MOMI, MOM2 and MOM3 were in
the vertical direction (y). AII the hodoscopes consisted of 14 scintillators and one

third of the width was overlapped each other as shown in Figure 8.

   The horizontal beam-trajectory was measured using two hodoscopes POLI and
POL3. The third hodoscope POL2 located at the intermediate focal point was used
for redundancy check. The image of the "virtual source" was obtained here and used

for tagging tke polarization. Figure 9 shows the correlation between the average

               (a) (b) ".tp
                                                     t                     !": / seOGeVlc '.'
               ArestrmaMe Lab.frame uateton .:
                                                    ."                                                    ::                 =Si[llondiei;et lti:l]directien " m'

                                          VirtualSo"tee
      Fig. 6. (a) Spin and momentum directions of the proton from the A-decay at the

             production point of A ltyperons. The spin direction is not chaRged by
             the Lorentz boost from the restframe of A to the laboratory frame. The
            idea of "virtual source" of polarized proton beam is shown in (b). See
            the text for details.
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                      MoM2xB
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                               'l,' //tE"Ix '"
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Fig. 7. Layout of tagging hodoscopes at the intermediate focal point. Polarization

       hodoscopes are segmented in x-direction and momentum hodoscopes are
       segmented in y-direction. See Table 2 for the parameters of each
       hodoseopes.

2. Parameters oftagginghodoscopes.
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hodoscope
width

dimensions (rnm)
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         Fig. 8. Configuration of tagging hodoscopes.
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particle polarization and the horizontal position at the intermediate focal point, which

is the result of the simulatioR of the beam line. Tlte measured horizontal position of

each beam particle was translated to a polarization according to the correlation shown

in Figure 9. The ratie of the number of the beam particles tagged by the polarization

hodoscopes in each pelarizatioR bin of 109o interval to the total number of the beam

particles is plotted in Figure 10 (a). The accuracy of the alignment of the hodoscopes

was e.5 mm. CorrespondiRgly, the accuracy of polarization measured witk this
method was Å} 1,99o. The phase space of the beam was divided witlt respect to the
polarization, PB, into three parts, PB <-O.35, 1 PB I <O.35, and PB>O.35.
The average polarization for those three parts were - 469(o, e91o, aRd + 469o,
respectively. We refer to these three parts as positively-polarized, unpolarized, and
negatively-polarized part of the beam. A typical intensity of the beam was 2 Å~ 107

protons per spill ( = 20 sec). About a half of the beam was substantially polarized.

    The average polarization of the proton bearn was measured prior to the present

experiment by two independent methods; one is the Primakoff polarimeter method
and the other is the Coulomb-Nuclear-Interference (CNI) method, The polarization

was measured also during the present experirnent by the CNI method.

   The Primakoff polarimeter method determines the polarization of the proton
beam by measuring the asymmetry for the process,

                       p+Z--. A/N* +Z--p+nO+Z, (7)
where Z is the high-Z nucleus aRd the A and Nrk' are the resonant intermediate states.

Here the fuRdamental process is considered as

                         P+Trk• -.A/LIVX; -P+TO. (8)
The absolute polarization of the proton beam was obtained by comparing the
measured asymmetry [38] witk the asymmetry of the photo-production process
measured at low energy (- 700 MeV) [4e].

   The CNI methed determiRes tke polarization by measuring the asymmetry for pp
elastic scattering in Coulomb-nuclear-interference region, 1.5 Å~ 10M3 < t < 5.0 Å~ 10 -2

(GeV!c)2, where t representsthe four-momentum transfer squared. 'Ihe asymmetry is

theoretically calculated to be 4.69o at t== 3.12 Å~ 10-3 (GeV/c)2 [41]. The absolute

polarization was determined comparing the measured asymmetry with the theoretical
calculation [39].

   The results were 40 Å}9Å} 159o (Primakoff polarimeter) and 45 Å} 179o (CNI
polarimeter) and were consistent witlt the results of the simulation of the polarized

beam, 46%.
   The momenta of the beam particles were detemiined from tlte angle defiected by

the aRalyzing magnet (see Figure 7). The defiection angle was measured using
MOMI, MOM2, aRd MOM3, which were segmented in the vertical direction. The
tagged momentum spectrum is shown in Figure 10 (b). The tagged momentum was
198 Å} 9 6eVlc, where 9 GeVlc is the root-fnean-square.

   Two threshold-type Cherenkov couRters, 21.4-m long filled with helium gas at
pressure of O.3 atm, were used to separate protons from pions originating from KO
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Fig. 10. (a) Ratio of the beam tagged in

       (b) Momentum spectrum tagged by the monientum hodoscopes.

             momentum (GeV/c)

each polarization bin to the total beam.

decays. The pressure of Cherenkov counters was set so as to reject pions with
maximal efficiency. The contamination with pion in the beam was measured to be
less than O.19o using both of those counters.

2.1.3 SpinRotationandBeamDefinition
    The spin-rotation magnets were located 300-m downstream of the production
target (see Figure 11). The system comprised twelve dipole magnets. Each of them

had a 10.2-cm gap, 22.9-cm aperture, and was 99.1-cm long. Applied magnetic field

was 1.38 T. The pole faces of the magnets were tilted by Å} 450 with respect to the

vertical axis. Each magnet gave a spin rotation of 450 along the direction of the
magnetic field.

    Eight magnets out of twelve were used to rotate the proton-spin direction from

the horizontal to the vertical direction which we needed in the measurement of the

asynmietry AN. The combination of magnet excitations was chosen so as to cancel
both the bending angle and displacement of the trajectory of the beam particle when

the beam passed through the spin-rotation magnets.

   We installed two sets of hodoscopes, called "spin-rotator hodoscopes", upstream
(SHI) and downstream (SH2) of spin-rotation magnets for tracking the beam as shown

SHI BCI SH2
  MWPC
      i
/1 l l";x'i'

  s

 BC2/
Pelarized
 Beam

i:'Mm.tTsE:"L:to{l]]'[i,Ci'i"i<lii'('iillll:L//.E•:/lgl'alsst,1',,

          rmRtl'VUtrVD

  Guard
 t Counter
'
"S CEMCI

.

Fig. 11.

 -20 -10 O 10m
Experimental apparatus downstream
of the spin-rotation magnets.
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in Figure 11. Each of them consisted of the x- and y-planes, The dimensions are
listed in Table 3. These hodoscopes had aR overlapping configuration similarly to the

tagging hodoscopes shown in Figure 8. Beam chambers, BCI and BC2, were also
located 23-m and 2.2-m upstream of the experimental target, respectively, to detect

the beam particle trajectory. Both of them comprised x- and y-planes. The wire-
spacing of those chambers were 1 mrn as shown in Table 4. Gas of 839o argon, 15%

iso-butane, and 29o freon-13Bl which passed through the bubbler of cooled methylal

were used for those chambers.

    To reject the muons penetrating through the upstream materials, two veto
scintillators, MVL and MVR, whick had a hole of 7.8 cm in diameter around tke
beam axis were installed 4.65-m upstrearn of the experimental target. Using the four

scintillators, TVL, TVR, TVU, and TVD, the beam particles which hit outside of the

experimental target were rejected. Those scintillators had a hole of 2.57 cm in

diameter and were Iocated 1.81-m upstream of the experimental target. To provide a
fast start signal for the time-of-fiight (TOF) measurement, the scintillation counter,

SKI, was installed 2.3-m upstream of the experimental target. The scintillator had a

squared shape of 5 cm by 5 cm, and it was 3-iiim thick. These scintillation counters

were used for the beam definition as will be described later.

2.2 DetectorSystem
    In tkis subsection, we present the design and the performance of the detectors.

The experimental apparatus downstream of the experimeRtal target is shown in Figure

12. We used a liquid hydrogen target with a dimension of 5 cm in diameter and 100

cm in Iength. The density was stabilized within e.29o. Main detectors of our
experiment are central electro--magnetic calorimeters (CEMC) and photon detectors

(guard counter) which surrounded the fiducial area of the calorimeters. A set of
multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPC's) were installed for the detection of the

charged particles as shown in Figure 12.

    Table 3. Parameters ofspin-rotaÅíor hodoscopes

Detector Coordinate Segment size

   mm
Sensitive area

   rnm2
Number of

se ments
SHI

SE2

i• 2.00

2.eo

2.eo

2.eo

55.0 Å~ 55.0

55.0 Å~ 55.0

55.0 Å~ 55.0

55.0 Å~ 55.e

i:
Table 4. Parameters of beam chambers, BCI and BC2.

MWPC Coordinate Wire spacing

   mm
Aperture

  mm
Number of
  wires

BCI

BC2
: ::l 97.0

97.0

97.0

97.0

:g
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2.2.1 CentralElectvo-MagneticCalorimeter(CEMC>
    We are interested in the liigh-pTphoton produced in the central region, xF R O,

where xF denotes tke Feynman x-variable. We installed two sets of calorimeter
whose front surfaces were Iocated 10-m downstream of the experimental target on the

Ieft side (CEMCI) and the right side (CEMC2) of the beam axis, 1-m apart from the

beam. The position corresponded to the polar angle of 90 degree in the center-of-

mass system. The symmetric configuration was advantageous to cancel a possible
asymmetry of the phase space of the beam at the target point. Each set comprised
504 lead-giass counters in an array of 21 by 24. The lead glass was referred to as
TFI-OOO, which was fabricated at IHEP3. The radiation length was 2.50 cm. The

characteristics of the lead glass are shown in Table 5 together with those of other lead

glasses. It is shown that the optical properties of TFI-OOO are similar to those of SF-

5, but the content of PbO is different substantially. The Moliere radius4 is around

3.3 cm. Each lead-glass block was wrapped with a sheet of alminized-mylar of 20- pt m to

increase the light--collection efficiency.

   High capability to separate two skowers close each other ls indispensable for
discriminating direct photons from high-pT zO's whose decay photons merge into one

shower. The minimal distance, r, betweefi two phetons from the nO decay at the

surface of the calorimeteris related to the pT as shown in Equation (6). The minimal

distances r are 9.9 cm and 6.2 cm at pT : 2.6 GeVlc aRd 4.2 GeV!c, respectively. It

Tab}e 5. Comparfson of parameters of lead glasses. The parameters, p,Rrad, Ecrit, and
        RMoii6re deRote the density, radiation length, critical eRergy, and Moliere radius,

        respectively.

 type of

lead- iass

P

  3cm

A rad

cm

index ?bO content

   %
Ecrit

MeV
RMoiiEre

 cm
[EFI-OOO

SF-2
SF-5

SF-6

3.86

3.86

4.08

5.2

2.50

2,76

2.54

1.70

1.67

1.648

1.673

1.805

65.4

Sl

55

71

15.8

17.5

15,8

13.8

3.32

3.31

3.38

2.59

3 Institute for High Energy ?hysics, Protvino, Russia
4 The 999e of the energy is deposited within 3Å~ Rx,t.]i",,, where Ri{,ii6,, mu (2iMeV)• A rad!Ecfit•
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was desirable to use blocks of lead glass whose widths were smaller than r. The sizes
of the calorimeter block were 3.81 Å~ 3.81 Å~ 45 cm3.

Photo-tubes

    The Cherenkov photons generated in the lead glasses were detected with the
photo-multiplier tube (PMT), PHEu-84-3, fabricated in Russia. Each PMT was
optically connected to a block of lead glass using the silicon rubber as shown in

Figure 13. The PMT had twelve-stage Venetian-blind type dinodes. The last four
dinodes were fed by booster-power supplies to maintain the gain stability at high

counting rate [42]. The photocathode was trialkaline of S-200 type (Sb-K-Na-Cs). It

had the maximal sensitivity at 420 nm as shown in Figure 14. The wave-length
distribution of the Cherenkov photons obeys the (1/R2)-law, where 2 denotes the wave

length. If this emission rate of photons was taken into account, the detection rate

peaked at 385 nm. A programmable power supply, LeCroy HV 1440, was used as
the high-voltage source for the PMT. The applied high-voltage was 1250 Å}50 V for

the CEMCI and 1240Å}62 V for the CEMC2,

Assembling and Calibration

    Each CEMC comprised 504 lead-glass counters in an array of 21 rows by 24
columms and two additional counters equipped with 24iAm-embedded Nal crystals for

monitoring the system. These counters were mounted in a light-shielded box fi11ed

with nitrogen gas for cooling. The temperature was stabilized within Å} 20. Light

from a light-emitting-diode (LED) was delivered to each lead-glass block via optical

fibers to monitor the entire response of the lead-glass counter. This monitor system

                                 phot"multipliertube
                         pmetal
                               plastic tube
                   silicon rubber

                                                   ---....s

                                                   coaxial cable

       Fig. 13. 0ptical connection of a photo-tube (PHEu-84-3) and a block of the lead

              glass.

     Ph S     liOI':i .-illl/,umat42on- (a' /il'll', m-iilumat3ssnm `b'

           3se 4oo 4so scH} sse ooo 6so 7oo b 3So 4oo 4so soo SSe 6oo 6so 7oo
                         wave length (nm) wave length (nm)

       Fig. 14. (a) Quantum efficiency of the photo-tube PHEu-84-3 as a function of the

              wave length. (b) Quantum efficiency multiplied by the wave length
              distribution of Cherenkov photons.
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ensured the gain stability within a few percent. The pulse height from each counter

was digitized by LeCroy 2285A, whose full scale was 400 pC which corresponded to 12

bits. One ADC channel corresponded to about 25 MeV.
    The whole system of each CEMC were put on the stage with the stepping-motor
system, which controlled the position of the CEMC. All the counters were irradiated

by the positron beams of 30 GeVlc in order to calibrate the energy. The incident

position of the positron beam was measured using two beam chambers, BCI and BC2,

and additional chamber of the same type, BC3, which was located in front of the

CEMC.
    The energy resolution of 3.09o (r.m.s) and the spatial resolution of 1.5 mm

(r.m.s) were obtained. Prior to this calibration, the entire calorimeter system was

calibrated in IHEP at 10, 26.6, and 40 GeV. The linearity within 19o was obtained.

As a result, we found the energy resolution as a function of energy to be

                           a(E)                                        12.0                                            Olo. (9)                                == 1.0 +                            E VE
Here the E and a(E) represent the energy and energy resolution in GeV, respectively.

During the calibration at IHEP, the response for hadrons was investigated using the
pion beam of the same energies as the positrons. A rejection powerof 103 was

obtained, hence the contamination by the hadrons in the shower detected in the
CEMC was O.19e.
    The geometrical acceptances, n..., of each CEMC for rrO detection and for r

detection are shown in Figure 15. Here n.,. is calculated by Monte Carlo
simulations. In the case of nO both decay photons are required to be accepted. The

rp... is 10.59(o for the zO produced in 1 xF 1 <O.1 and atpT == 2.5 GeV/c, whereas it

is 13.19(o at 4.1 GeV/c in the same xF region.

2.2.2. GuardCounter
    The detection of the direct photon suffers from huge backgrounds from neutral
meson decays such as nO - rr and n .rr. If one of the decay photons has a

high-pT and the other misses the CEMC, the high-pT photon wil1 fake a direct photon.

To reject such events, we extended the fiducial area of photon detection by
installation of additional photon detectors called "guard counter".

    The guard counter consisted of three layers of plastic scintillator and two layers of

   5v}; 4.S

S4
K& 3.s

   3
  2.5

   2
  LS (a)
   1
    02 4.1 O O.1 O.2
              XF

Fig. 15. Geometrical acceptance for (a)
       a function of xF and pT presented as contour plots.
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lead inserted between the scintillators. The plastic scintillators were 5-mm thick and

the lead plates were 12.5-mm thick. The guard counter surrounded the fiducial area

of each CEMC like a picture frame. Each side was divided into two pieces
lengthwise as shown in Figure 16. The dimensions of the scintillators are summarized

in Table 6. The width of the scintillator was chosen to reduce the ratio of the
number of fake photons mentioned above to the number of zO's to a few percent

according to the Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 17 shows the ratio as a function of

width of the scintillator. As a result, the fiducial area for the photon detection was

four times as large as that of the CEMC. Figure 18 shows the fiducial area of the

CEMC and the guard counter both in the laboratory system and in the center-of-mass

system (c.m.s.). The transformation to the c.m.s. was done for a photon. In the

figure, p. and py denote the momenta of photon in x- and y-directions. The xF

denotes the Feynman x-variable and xT is defined as,

                                xT=-l2111f-. (io)
The fiducial area is significantly extended by installation of the guard counter. The

efficiency of photon detection was measured at INS5 using tagged photons at several

energy points from 150 MeV to 890 MeV and found to be greater than 989o.

    Each scintillation counter was viewed by the PMT's, HAMAMATsu H-1161 from

     - ttiist tfft-] ptk.

   -" n fiE. ff         . E. -••                        lx•'•   i/•}i •, i' kifir*•
t'pe` i.ii,i•/i'i////}IEi;//,./;i.g//,/ll'Ii/,,,iililll•il•llll//I'll,llll,i//////;•,i/i/i;/i/i;i:,,,ii,,,,,,//,,,,g. t'pe2

           ttt .t t: ttttvv.itl tttf

  'tZt 'c ' 11,
        '  •,; • II -.
   'r•FEbl'' ":tftl'l'liii '{•ew' 1"'.i

       li
              lm

  Fig. 16. Front view and side view of the guard counter.

   Table 6. Sizes of plastic scintillators of the guard

           counter.

:typel

asltypel
leadplate

(12,5-mmthick)

Q
Beam Beam

type3

Mtypel
:typel

x(cm) y(cm) z(cm)

type 1

type 2

type 3

type 4

135.4

 9.0
 15.0

 20.0

 15.0

140.0

140.0

140.0

iEo

5 Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo.
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corresponded to 12 bits, The
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system. The
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                                       dinode of linear-focus type. The most
                              nformation as well as pulse-heights, while the other

                               The time-to-digital-converter ('IDC) module used

                                    whose fu11 range was 100 nsec which
                           analog-to-digital converter (ADC) module used was
LeCroy 2285A, whose full scale was 400 pC which corresponded to 12 bits.

2.2.3 DetectiOn ofTracks ofChargedPartt'cles
    The tracks of outgoing charged particles were detected using the four sets of

MWPC's, PCIO, PCIO', PCII, and PC12. The PCII and PC12 comprised two
identical sets on the left and right sides of the beam axis as shown in Figure 12. The

azimuthal angles of wire directions were O.OO, 90.00, 28.10, and -28.10 for x, y, u, and

v planes, respectively. The gas used for PCII was the mixture of 99.79o argon and

O.39o freon which passed through the bubbler of cooled methylal. The gas of argon-

C02 mixture with freon-13Bl was used for PCIO, PCIO', and PC12. A typical
detection efficiency of each plane of MWPC's was about 859o.
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2.3 TriggerandDataAcquisition
    The experiment focused on the spin effects in the high-pT phenomena of which
the cross section is significantly small. To select the high-pT events, we used a special

trigger scheme "Eligh-pT trigger". The event-trigger Iogic is described first and the

description of the data acquisition system follows.

2.3.1 TriggeringSystemforHigh-pTEvents
    The triggers consisted of two parts, "Good Beam" signal for beam definition and

"High-pT" signal for physical requirements as summarized in Figure 19.

Beam DeLtinition2'Good Beam" Signal

    The "Good Beam" signal was a combined logic as follows;

          Good Beam = TBES X Good Mom (g> USB (g> SK 1 <g> Veto. (11)

Here the " TBE S " signal indicates that the current beam particle was separated from

the preceding particles at least by 60 nsec which ensured the tagging logic was ready to

allow the tagging of the current beam particle. The "Good Hit" signal indicates that

the event caused a single hit in each of the five hodoscopes used for tagging the beam

particles ( see Section 2.1.2 ). The "Good Mom" signal indicates that the momentum

of the current particle was within the programmed momentum bite, Å} 99o. The
"USB" (Usable Spin-rotated Beam) signal was generated when the the current particle

i' ma' :'
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caused one or two hits in each of the four spin-rotator hodoscopes. The "SKI" signal

indicates that the beam particle hit the scintillation counter, SKI. This signal had the

narrowest width among the signals for event definition, and was used in order to

determine the timing of the event gate. The "Veto" signal was generated as

        veto = c,ec,OMvLOMvRoTvLoTvReTvuoTvD. (12)

     vvThe "Ci" and "C2" signals indicate that the current particle generates more Cherenkov

photons in two Cherenkov counters than the applied threshold. The "MVL" and
"MVR" signals indicate that the current beam particle hit the scintillation counters,

MVL andlor MVR which were installed for pt rejection as shown in Figure 11. The

"TVLITVRITVUITVD" signal 'occurred when the beam hit the target defming
counter. Any of these signals vetoed the beam definition signal.

"High-pi' Signal

    Electronic signals whose pulse heights were approximately proportional to the

transverse momenta of electromagnetic showers in each CEMC were utilized to trigger

the events with high-pT. The signals were given as weighted sums of the pulse heights

of signals from the lead-glass counters, Different weights were given for every
column of the calorimeter array. The relative weights are shown in Figure 21(a).

The weight was determined so that those are proportional to sin 0 at ly = O, where 0

is the polar angle and Iy is the raw number in y-direction defined in Figure 21 (c).

Consequently, the deviation from the real pT increases up to 309o at the innermost

counters as shown in Figure 21 (b).

    The threshold voltage applied to the "High-pT" signal was 70 mV for both
CEMC's which corresponded to about 2.1 GeVlc. The efficiency of this trigger is
shown as a function of pT in Figure 22. As is seen in the figure, the trigger efficiency

is higher than 9891o in thepT region above 2.5 GeVlc.
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2.3.2 Data Acquisition and On-line Monitoring

    The data acquisition (DAQ) system, the monitoring system, and the diagram of

the data flow are schematically shown in Figure 23. The DAQ system was
constructed on the basis of the PDp-11. According to the types of trigger, the data

were collected from the CAMAc modules. The data were sent to the magnetic-tape
recorder (6250 bpi) from PDp-11. The quality of the data was monitored using the

on-1ine analysis software built on the VAx station 3200. The samples of the data were

sent to the VAx through the DRII-link from the PDp-11.
    A typical polarized-beam intensity was 2 Å~ 10' per spill. The computer live

efficiency was 809o at the event rate of 15 events/sec correspondingly.

Integrated Luminosities

    The integrated luminosities for the direct-photon production and for the zO

production are calculated as

                        f:Zdt=lvB Ni!iVP f,`2 e-f dz. (13)

Here fYdt denotes the integrated luminosity. The NB represents the number of

                   h 1.2
                  g,
                  -N                  v                  E os
                  O o.6

                    :L4

                                             pT(GeVlc)

       Fig. 22. Efficiency of the "High-pTtrigger" as a function ofpTfor each CEMC.
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beam particles, IVAv is Avogadro's Rumber, A is the density of the Iiquid-kydrogen

target, and A represents the atomic number of hydrogen. The effective number of
the beam particles is NB multiplied by fo`Z e-f dz, where z represents the position in

tlte beam direction, t)s z is the Iength of the target, and A is the Ruclear interaction

length. The number of the beam particles for each statos of the spin-rotation magnets

and for each polarization bin are summarized in Table 8. In the status I, the spin of

the positively-polarized proton was rotated to "up" and the negatively-polarized
proton was rotated to "down". The status Il provided the opposite spin direction.

During the status III, the current setting of the spin-rotation magnets was being

changed, and the polarization of the beam particles was undefined. The beam during

status III, ltowever, has been used for the analysis of the cross sections, because the

average polarization was zero. We have used the data after the installation of the

MWPC's for the analysis of the direct-photon production, The evaluation of the
background contribution from neutral mesons has been done using the same data set.
We have extended the data set to determine the cross section for ne production in

better precision including the data in which the MWPC's have not been available.
   The integrated Iuminosities are 141 nb-i for direct-photon runs and 257 nb-i for
zO runs, respectively.

  Table 7. parameters of MWPC's downstream of the target. The PCII and PCI2
          consisted of two identical sets ofi the lefÅí and right sides of the beam axis.

MWPC Coordinate Wire Spacing
             (mm)

Aperture
 (mm)

Number of
  Wires

Distance from
the Target(rn)

PCIO

PCIot

PCII

PC12

ii 2.00

2.eo

2.00

2.00

1.95

1.95

1.95

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

514.0

514.0

514.0

514.0

seo.o

seo.o

627.0

1026.0

1026.0

1026.0

770.0

iil, 1.0

1.1

3.4

6.6

Table 8. Number of poiarized-beam particles during direct-photon runs and zO runs. The

        sign " + ( - )" represents the number of positively (negatively) polarized
        particles iR the beam, while "O" indicates unpo}arized particles in the beam. The
        spin-rotator status I and II represent the current settings with opposite polarities

        each other. The polarity is being changed during stagus III.

spm-rotator
  status

  direct-photon run ( Å~ 109)

+ - O subtotal +
nO run( Å~ 109)

- O subtotal
I

II

III

3.6e

3.64

1.40

3.22

3.l7

1.20

8.08

&10
3.08

14.91

14.92

5.67

6.51

6.64

2.82

5.55 14.36
5.54 14.53
2.34 6.17

26.42

26.70

11.33

total 8.64 7.59 19.27 35.49 15.96 l3.43 35.06 64.46
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3 DataAnalysis

   The data on the events obtained in this experiment include the following
information:

    . energies and positions of the showers detected in the CEMC,

    e charged tracks and the event vertex obtained from the MWPC data,

    e positions of hits in the guard counter in proper timing with the fiag of charged

      or neutral particles.

   This section describes the procedure to derive those event information.

3.1 CEMCData
   In this subsection, the reconstruction of the 4-momenta of photons from the
energy deposits observed in the calorimeters is described. This reconstruction
procedure has been made on a basis of the function minimization. The function to be

minimized is the parameter representing the deviation of observed energy
depositsfrom "shower reference table", Which contains average eRergy deposits in each

lead-glass block.

3.1.1 "ShowerReference Table"
   The "shower reference table" has been made using the data obtained with 30-GeV

positron beams. We have measured the incident positions of the positrons on the

front surface of the CEMC with MWPC's and the energy deposits in each lead-glass

block of the CEMC. We have leamed from the data that most of the energy has
been deposited in 3Å~3 blocks. The "table" gives the relation between the incident

position and the energy deposits in the 3Å~3 blocks.

   The front surface of the lead-glass block has been divided into 25 Å~ 25 small
domains called "sub-cell" whose sizes are O.152 Å~ O.152 cm2. The "table" was

obtained for incident positrons on each "sub-cell", where the numerical values in the

"table" show the fractions of the energy deposits in each of the 3Å~3 blocks of interest.

Energy leakage of the shower from the 3Å~3 blocks was ignored in obtaining the
"table", because the energy deposit outside the 3Å~3 blocks was smaller than a few

percents of total energy of the shower.

   When apositron is incident on the center ofalead-glass block, 819o of the energy

is deposited in the block.

3.1.2 ShowerReconstruction
   Figure 24 shows the fiow chart of the algorithm for shower reconstruction.
Before the shower reconstruction has been carried out, the energy deposits less than

75 MeV have been eliminated and isolated energy deposits without any energy deposit

in a contiguous block have been deleted.

   The shower reconstruction has been started from the lead-glass block with the
maximum energy deposit. Clustering procedure is applied for the blocks around it to

form a group of energy deposits which are contiguous each other. If the energy sum

for the cluster is below O.5 GeV, the procedure terminates. Otherwise, the center of
gravity (x,y) and the variances (aZ,a,2) are calculated in each of x and y direction. If
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the cluster size is equal or less than 3Å~3 blocks, the cluster is considered as one

shower. Actually the center of gravity does not directly give the incident position ef

the shower. The position correction function, which relates the center of gravity and

the incident position has been made prior to the shower reconstruction as shown in

Figure 25.' Accordingly the x and y coordinates are corrected and the residual P is

calculated, where the P is defined as

                      p.. Zt(EJdgiliEi,;,II.ll;ab'e)2 (Gev). (i4)

Here Eg•a'a represents the energy detected in the i-th counter and Ei•"bie stands for the

energy calculated for the i-th counter using the "shower reference tabie" and the total

energy deposit, Z, E,d. ata .

    The total energy deposit, E, is related to the number of detected pltoto-electrons,

Np,, as E == C• Np., where the fiuctuation dE is approxiinated to be C• Np,. The

constant C is about O.OOI GeV per photo-electron. The Npe in i-th counter, NSe (Åíi
IVS'e = IVpe), is also fiuctuated by V[iVplll, and the R is approximated as

                             p== Z(dE)2/ÅíE (15)
                                 ii                              "" Åí(C' VIiVplille) 2/Åí C' NS'e (16)
                                 ii
                              =:C. (17)
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      Fig. 26. Mean value of residual R is plotted as a fuRction of the shower energy

             for CEMCI and CEMC2. The error bars indicate the root-mean-square
             of P in each energy bin.

Hence, R is independent of eRergy at the first approximation, though it has the

dimension of energy. In Figure 26, the averaged R for real datais plotted as a

function of energy. The error bars indicate the root-meaR-square of P in each
energy bin, The plot shows that P is approximately independent of energy.

   Even for the cluster larger than 3Å~3 blocks, the cluster is treated as one shower,

if the cluster has P less than O.Ol GeV, as described above. Otherwise the cluster is

treated as two or more showers.

   An iteration procedure to minimize R is applied for overlapped two showers.
Here the parameters to be determined are six variables, Ei, xi, and yi (i x 1, 2). First

the iteration is carried out for the spatial coordinates with the fixed energies, that is Ei

= E2 =: O•5 Å~ Åíi Edata. The initial positions are taken as

                             vi=:-v+s/Uill, (ls)

                            x,= lif-V5g, (19)
for x-positions and y-positions are determined in a similar manner. These initial

positions are determined assuming that the parameters, x- , cr, a.2, and a,2, calculated

from the energy deposits in the cluster are equal to the ones calculated from the six

parameters, e.g.,

                      x- -= 2zES",i:X,.i =: E'E"i lll S:X2. (2o)

I-Iere xi denotes the position of the lead-glass block in x-direction. This assumption

works well because the width of the shower is sufficieRtly narrow. The values of the

parameters with which R is minimized are determined with this assUmption.

   After the iterations on spatial coordinates have been done, the energies are
released from the initial values, and the iterations oR all the six parameters are made.

The procedure terminates under the following conditions;

    e the minimal P has been found,
    e the difference between the current values and the previous values of the
      parameter is less than 19(o of the counter size for spatial coordiRates and also

      of the total energy for the energy parameters,

    e the number of iterations becomes ten.

3.2 Reconstruction ofCharge Tracks

   The track-reconstruction procedure to obtaiR the tracks of charged particles from
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the hits in MWPC's is based on the least- X 2 method. Since we had no magnetic field

between the target and the detectors, charged particles made straight tracks. A
straight track is expressed as tke relation between the z-coordinate and one of the x,

y, u, and v coordinates as

          g== (A2+ B) cosÅëe+(Cz+ D) sinÅëE, (e :x, y, u, and v) (21)

where ipe denotes the rotation angle of the 6-plane. Here A, B, C, and D are fitting
parameters. The X2 is defined as

           x2=:;.i)g,:[ngt' {(A+B) 6,+(C+D) }]2

Here the sum is taken over i, which stands for each MWPC, and 8i, which represents

the x, y, u, and v coordinates. The A 6i denotes wire spacing in the 6i-plane. The
fit parameters A, B, C, and D have been determined by minimizing X 2. In this

procedure, we have required that at least one plane of PCIO, one plane of PCIO', two

planes of PCII, and three planes of PC12 should have hits. In order to improve the

tracking efficiency, we have applied another procedure additionally, which is actually
not based on the least- X 2 method. If the two planes in both of the most downstream

two chambers, PCII and PC12, have a hit, the parameter A, B, C, and D are
determined. Then we have required at least one hit in PCIO which has rnatched the

hit position predicted by the determined parameters.
   The track-finding efficiency has been obtained as follows. As thentioned in the

previous section, the guard counter provides timing information and pulse-lteight

information. From the pulse heights in the most upstream layer, we can tell whether

the particle traversing the guard counter is charged one or not. Timing information is

used to ensure that the particle hits the guard counter in proper time. We have
defined NcGi9arge as the number of charged particles detected in the guard counter iR

proper time. Then we have tried to find the tracks of the charged particles which

have passed through the guard counter using the MWPC's. Actually the guard
counter was not fully covered by the sensitive area of the MWPC's. The coverage,
•ncover, raRged from 5.49(o to 93,59(o depending on the scintillation counter of the guard

couRter. The number of the charged tracks on the guard counter, N9rCack, has been

divided by Alfc?hCarge and ncover to obtain the track finding efficieRcy. The tracking

efficiencies are (32Å}3)9o on the left side and (31Å}3)9o on the right side.

   The event vertex has been reconstructed using the outgoing charged tracks and
the beam track obtained by BCI and BC2. If the beam tracking has been unavailable

due to the inefficiency of the beam chambers, the beam track has been determined
using the hit on the "spin-rotator hodoscopes", SHI and SH2. The efficiency of the

track determination with those hodoscopes is almost 10e%, because the hit pn these

hodoscopes are required in tke event trigger. Consequently, the vertex finding
efficiency has been determined mostly by the track finding efficiency for the charged

tracks downstream of the experimeBtal target.

   In the evaluation of the vertex finding efficiency, we have selected the events with

at least one combination of two showers whose iRvariant mass has been consistent with
that of nO. The number of suck events is denoted by Ai7VO. In most of such events,
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we have expected adeast oRe charged particle emitted from the target according to

the PyTmA sifnulation. Among the events selected as above, the number of the
events with vertex has been defined as Ngeertex. The vertex finding efficiency, Evertex,

has been evaluated as

                                    Nv"eOrtex '                                                                  (22)                             evertex =                                     Nno
The vertex finding efficiency has been found to be 33Å}39o.

   Figure 27 shows the iRvariant mass spectrum of charged particle pairs whiÅëh
matches witk the showers detected in the CEMC witkin 2.0-cm apart each other. The
peak at 3130.4Å}26.8 MeVlc2 has been identified as the e"e- pairs from the JlÅë

decay. It demonstrates that the reconstructions of the charged tracks in MWPC's and

the showers in the CEMC have been performed sufficiently well.

3.3. Partt'cle Hit on Guard Counter

   The most downstream layers of the guard counters provide timing information as

well as pulse height information. Timing information has been used for rejecting
possible back-splash from the CEMC located 1-m behind the guard counters, and for

obtaining hit positions of particles oR the guard counters.

   The sciRtillation light was detected with the PMT's at the both ends of the
scintillator. Those two pulse heights, sSi and gil2, are given as a function of di and d2,

the distances from the hit positions to the surfaces of the PMT's as:

                    szsZi(di) "szSl'exp(rmdi/Ratt) (i -- 1,2), (23)

where di+d2 =L is the distance between the two PMT's. The parameter 2.,,
represents the effective attenuation length. Figure 28 shows the scatter-plots of the

pulse heights versus hit positions in x-direction obtained witk MWPC's. We have fit

the pulse height to Equation (23) to obtain the attenuation length. The averaged
attenuation lengths are listed in Table 9 for each type of scintillation counter except

                        pt
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                    260e 3coO 34eo 38oo
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Fig. 27. Invariant mass spectrum of charged particle pairs, which match with the

       showers detected with the CEMC's in positions. The mass has been
       calcuiated on the assumption that the showers have originated from
       electrons.
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9. Performance of the guard counters.

7S 1co 125 ISO
hit position (cm)

the left end and

pulse heights is

attenuation length(cm)

 mean r.m.s.
time resolution(nsec)

mean r,m.s.
position resolution(cm)

 mean r.m.s.
type 1

type3

type 4

87.5

82.9

93.0

Eg O.69

O.71

O.74

O.08

o.oo

O.03

7.20

10.40

10.26

1.77

O.65

2.04

type 2 which was not covered by the set of MWPC's (see Table 6).

    As easily expected from Equation (23), the geometrical mean of both pulse
heights is expected to be independent of the hit position. Figure 28 (c) demonstrates

the validity of the simple expectation. And we have used geometrical mean as a
position-independent pulse height. Figure 29 shows a typical pulse height spectrum.

    Timing information depends on the hit position of the particle as well as the

amplitude due to the "slewing effect". The correction on timing, Ati, follows
approximately the formula:

                               "ti= vf;',+sevzÅë,' (24)

Here di is the length between the hit position and the PMT surface, veff is the effective

speed of light traversing the plastic scintillator,and sii represents the amplitude

detected with the PMT. The fit parameters are veff and cr. For determination of
those parameters, events with a reconstructed track of charged particleon the guard

counters have been selected, because in such events the hit position, x, has been

known. The timing data have been fit to Equation (24) for correctionas shown in

Fig, 29.

         : iOOO
         S 5oo

            O 200 4oo 600 8oo 1000
               pulse height ( arbitrary units )

Typical pulse height spectrum for a segment of the guard counter.Here
the geometrical mean of the pulse heights from both ends of the segment

is taken to eliminate the position dependence. The gray region on the
left indicates the pedestal region whieh is treated as "no hit" in the

segment.
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Figure 31 (b). The effective speed of light v,ff has been obtained as
13.16 Å} 1.27 cmlnsec, which has been almost consistent with our expectation.

    A typical timing resolution has been found to be O.7 nsec (r.m.s.), which is

sufficient for rejection of possible back-splash from the CEMC located 1-m behind the

guard counter. The spatial resolution has been about 9 cm (r.m.s.). Those
resolutions have been obtained for charged particles. We have assumed the same
resolution for photons in the analysis.

    Using timing and pulse height information, we have defined the photon-like hit as

the hit in proper timing without any pulse in the first layer. If there has been a pulse

in the first layer, the hit has been considered as a charged particle. This criterion has

been used in obtaining the tracking efficiency as mentioned in the previous section.

4 nOProduction

    We describe the procedure to extract the number of zO mesonsfrom the data and

the efficiency of our method in this section.

4.1 Extraction of nO Mesons

    Figure 32 shows the invariant mass spectra for any combination of two showers

with the residual P <Q.3 GeV and RifE < O.8. Here sÅëE represents the energy

Fig. 30.
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Fig. 31
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asymmetry of two skowers, IEi-E2l!(Ei+E2)6. Tke cut on s!fE reduces the
combinatorial backgrounds. The mass spectra for 2.5S pT S3.1 GeVlc with different

xF bins are shown in Figure 32 (a)-(d) and these for 3.1 S: pT :{!4.5 GeVlc in Figure

32(e)-(h). "Iklte spectra for the n-mass region at I xF 1 < O.15 with selected pT bins

are shown in Figure 32(i)-(1). The number of rrO mesons has been obtained by fitting

the data to an empirical form, Gaussian distribution for the signal plus the third

polynomial distributionfor the combinatorial background. The same procedure has
beeR applied to obtain the number of rp mesons,

4.2 Reconstruction Efficiencies .
   The efficieRcy of zO reconstruction is determined bya Monte Carlo simulation

using the simulation packages of PyTmA 5.4 [43] and GEANT 3.15 [44]. A subroutine

to geRerate Cherenkov pltotons in the CEMC has been included in the GEANT. The
number of Cherenkov photons has been calculated from the velocity of the charged

particle generated by GEANT and the attenuation of photons in the lead glass. The

6 sziE=:BIcosel, where e is the decay angle in the rre rest frame and B is the ve}ocity of the rrO in the

 laboratory frame; siRce the rrO has spin e, the decay distribution should be fiat in cose.
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attenuation length A att has been chosen to reproduce the calibration data with respect

to the energy resolution, the "shorver reference table", and the P distribution7.

Finally we have chosen A.tt=38 cm correspondingly to the wave length at the
maxirnal detection, that is 385 nm (see Section 2. 2. 1). Actually we have developed

another subroutine which has included the wave length distribution of the Cherenkov

photon, the quantum efficiency of the PMT, and the measured dependence of
attenuation length on the wave length. In this simulatipn, total reflection is required

for all the generated photons. The sirnulation has given similar results as the one

with simpler simulation described above, while it has invested extensive CPU time.

Therefore, we have employed the former simulation. The resulting "shower reference

table" is compared to the one from the real data in Figure 33. The simulation has

reproduced the "shower reference table" well, though the decrease of the value with

the increase of c. has been a little more rapid than in the real data. Here c. is the

label for the "sab-cell" in x-direction, which is defined in Section 3. The origin of the

label is taken at thQ center of the lead-glass block. The rapid decrease is caused by a

slightly narrower shower width in the case of the simulated data.

    In Figure 34, the mass spectra for two photons and the P distribution for the

calibration data are compared to the data simulated using GEANT. It should be noted

that the cut with R < O.3 GeV results in the efficiency of 959(o in both of the

calibration data and the simulated data.

    The generated events with PyTHiA 5.4 have been sent to GEANT to produce
simulated showers in the CEMC. The number of photons have been digitized for
each counter as in the case of the real data. The generated data have been processed

il    lp t1
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      Fig. 34. ComparisoR of real data and GEANT simulation in (a) two-photon mass
             spectra and (b) residual R distribution.

through the completely saine algorithm as the one for the real data. The number of
the identified ne has been divided by the number of the generated nO accepted in the

fiducial area in order to obtain the reconstruction efficiency.

   The obtained efficiencies are shown in Figure 35(a). The error bars indicate the

statistical errors of the simulated data. The dashed line shows the maximum
efficiency where the inefficiency is due to the energy asymmetry cut, RfE < O.8. The

cut, p< O.3 GeV, for both showers contributes to the efficiency by O.95 Å~O.95.

Besides, the shower positions in the x-direction reconstructed by the algorithm is

shifted to outside by about O.5 counter (1.9 cm) due te the incident angle which is

different from normal at the positien of the surface of the CEMC, Tkis leads to
additional loss of the efficiency of 59e. The decrease of the efficiency at higher pT is

due to the decrease of the separation efficiency at short distance. The separation
efficiency is plotted as a function of the distance of the two showers in Figure 35(b).

Fig. 35.
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Geometrical Acceptanee
   Figure 36 shows tke geometrical acceptanceof the CHMC, nacc, for the zO
detectioR as a function of pT in IxA <O.1 and IxF1 <e.15. Here we have
employed two types of xF distributions, a fiat xF distribution and the distribution

determined experimentaliy in Referellce [45] as

                         Ed,p3g="A'(l.-+X.D2))"N' (25)

Here xD is defined as,

                       v. : (2P,/VgJ)2-l-(t.-x,)2. (26)
The fitting parameters are A == (O.122 Å} O.OIS) Å~ 10-25cmlGeV2, F=:4.42 Å} O.05, N ==

4.90Å}O.06, m2==O.81Å}O.04 (GeVlc2)2, and xo ==O.02Å}O.Ol. The diff'erence of the

acceptances for those two distributions is considered as an uncertainty iR this

evaluation. We are interested in higk-pT region, pT }) 2.5 GeVlc. We will present
the cross sectioRs for rrO production in this region in Section 6.

4.3 Systematic Uncertainties in Ci'oss Section
   SysteMatic errors in the cross section for nO production have been evaluated and

Iisted in Table IO. The pr-independent and pT-dependent uncertainties are shown
separately. Major p7--indepeitdent uRcertainty is in the integrated luminosity. This
uncertainty is evaluated from tke run-to-run variation of the cross section for zO

production in the lowest-pT bin, which provides the kighest statistics, hence the

smallest statistical errors. The uncertainty has been evaluated to be 129o.

   The pir-dependent uncertaiRty is dominated by the reconstruction efficiency.
This uRcertainty is large at high pT. The uRcerÅíainty in the geometrica} acceptance is

small at higlt pT.

   Tke uncertainty of pT value is dominated by the uncertainty of energy and the
position. Tke eRergy uncertainties have been estimated using the mass of zO, n, and

11Åë. Figure 37 shows the ratio of the centroids of the mass spectra obtained by the

present experiment to the values in the particle data fuil listing [46]. The figure
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Table 10. Systematic uncertainties in the
    section for TO production.

cross

prindependent uncertainties

integrated luminosity 129o

subtota} 12%
prdependent uncertainties

reconstruction efficiencies

geometrical acceptance

5-20 9o

 1-49o

subtotal 9-21 9o

uncertainties of pT value

incident angle of beam

energy-scale uncertainty

posltlon uncertamties

< O.O1 9o

 < O.2%
 < O.29e

subtotal < O.49o

 .ca 1•es

tf 1.os

x ft l.03
N is2

   1.01

    1
   O.99

  OS8

t.eo16Å}o.eo12

/
" ,

t

Fig.

      rco n Jtw
37. Ratlo of the measured mass centroids
    (Mexp) to the values from the particle

    data group (M,d,) [46]. The dashed
    iine represents the result of the fit to

    a constant value.

defnonstrates the validity of the energy scale within O.2%. The position uncertainty

has been estimated from the accuracy of alignment, which has been less than 1.0 mm.

It corresponds to O.29o at the innermost column of the CEMC. The uncertainty due
to the angle of the incident beam is negligible.

5 Direct-PhotonPreduction

    In this section, we describe how

and how the efficiencies of the event

We have applied different selection

asymmetry.

the direct-pltoton candidates have been selected

selection with our criteria have been evaluated.

criteria for obtaining the cross section and the

5.1 Event Selection for Deduction of Cross Section

    Direct photons are expected to be more isolated from otherparticles than n
because rcO's are accompanied by additional particles due to the fragmeittation

o,
 s are,
of jet.
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The applicatioR of tke isolation criterion is efficient in discriminating direct-photon

events against nOln events, which are major backgrouRd sources. The principle of the

eveRt selection of the direct photoR is (i) to select tlie events which occur iR the target,

(ii) to ensure that only oRe photon enters into the calorimeter, (iii) to discriminate

against hadrons,(iv) to confirm that the shower in the calorirneter does not originate

from tke electron, (v) to assure the pkoton of interest is isolated from other photoRs.

We refer to this method as singleness method, because the method requires only a

single photon in the fiducial area of the CEMC and the guard counter.

   The singleness method has dual roles; one is to reject events in which one photon
from the ne!n decay misses the CEMC by detecting the photon with the guard counter

ifunction of veto). Tke other is to require tlte photon to be isolated from the ones

whick originate in other photon sources ifunction of isolation). The direct pkotons
which are accompanied by zOlo are rejected. This method is still advantageous

because smaller inttltipliclty is expected in direct--photofi events. The effect of

possible over-killing of the direct-photon events is estimated later.

   The criteria which correspoRd to the principle of the eveflt selection are described

below.

Criterion (i) The event lias the reaction vertex in the target.

We have used the region 1z1 S 56cm taking account of the vertex resolution of z-

direction which has been Az ==2.3 cm, though the length of the target is 100 cm (see

Figure 38). The vertex finding efficiency kas been 33ti 39{o.

Criterion (ii) The shower is not accompaRied by another shower iR tlte CEMC of the

   same side, i.e. single.

We have obtained 2,035 showers which have satisfied CriterioR (i) and Criterion (ii).

They have consisted of real and fake direct photons, hadrons, and electrons.

Criterion (iii) The residual P for shower reconstruction is less than O.3 GeV.

The efficiency of this cut has been 959ro as mentioned iR the previous section. This

cut has discriminated the pkotoR from hadrons. The contamination by hadrons is
evaluated to be less than O.19o as mentioned in Section 2. The number of showers

has beeR reduced to 1,551, whose contents have been real and fake direct photons,
hadron contaminations, and electrons with this cut.

Criterion (iv) The shower is distant from the position poiRted by a charge track oR the

   surface of the CEMC by more than 20 mm.

   Figure 39 shQws the r2 distribution8 of tke charged tracks where r denotes the

distance between the shower position and the position of charged tracks. Tlte figure

8 The phase space between r and r-Ydr yields 2nrdr, which is proportional to d(r2).
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       Events in the hatched area have been Fig. 39. The t2 distribution of charged-particle

       used for the analysis. tracks reconstructed by the wwC's
                                              around the reconstructed shower
                                              positions. The contribution from
                                              the Dalitz decays of n O is indicated

                                              by the hatched area.

is made for the showers which participate to form an invariant mass of nO. Some of

those showers originated from the Dalitz decay of the zO, and others originated from

the conversion of the photon in the target materials. The conversion rate is evaluated

in the next section. The cut value, r>20 mm, has been determined to mmimize the

contamination with electrons from the Dalitz decay. rllhis cut has reduced also the

number of charged hadrons which have not been rejected by the residual cut. The
number of showers has been reduced to 1,534, which have contained direct photons,

fake photons, with the contamination with hadrons and electrons.

Criterion (v) The shower is not accompanied by a photon-like hit in the guard

    counter.

The definition of the photon-like hit is given in Section 3. This criterion'is the

extension of Criterion (ii), which is a requirement of the singleness in the CEMC, to

the singleness in the area including the guard counter. The number of events have

been reduced to 488 by this requirement.

5.1.1 BackgroundEvaluation
    As mentioned in the previous section, the singleness method has dual roles; one is

the function of veto and the other is the function of tsolation. To evaluate the

background contribution after the application of the singleness method, we have
perforrned a Monte Carlo simulation based on the experimental data. The motivation

to use experimental data is to exclude any model dependence.

    To investigate the fanction of veto, we must know the pT distribution of the
leading zO/n and hadrons, which have the highest pT among the produced particles.

To simulate the effect of the function of isolation, we need to know the multiplicity
and the distribution of the remnant-photon sources, which are presumably zO's other

than the leading particle. We have used the yield of the zOln obtained in this

experiment as the pT distribution of those leading particles. The distribution of the

remnant-photon sources has been deduced from the experimental data obtained at the

CERN-ISR [47].
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Distribution ofPhoton Sources
    The distribution of the remnant xO's has beeR obtained from the remnant charged

particle distribution measured at the CERN-ISR [47]. They measured the pT of
photons of any origin and the pseudo-rapidity distribution of charged particles in pp

collisions at VY == 23 GeV,using charged-particle detectors whick covered two

hemispheres separately. A lead-glass calorimeter was installed in one of the
kemispheres (toward side) and no calorimeter in the other one (away side). The

pseudo-rapidity distribution of charged particles associated with the high-pT photons of

any origin was measured separately for tlte toward side and the away side. Figure 40

shows the distributions for different pT regions of tlte photons.

   To obtain the remnant-nO distribution from their charged particle distributions, we

have used the compilation of the data on multiplicities of charged particles such as n,
K ri , and P [48] in the s/[i range from 3 GeV to 53 GeV. They fitted the multiplicities

(ni) to the formula

                        ni -- Ai -l- Bi'lns+ CiV!i (27)
The labeliindicates the particle species, rr ,Ksk,or p-. It represents also all the

charged particles. Here Ai, Bi, and Ci are the fitting parameters. The results of

fitting are summarized in Table
   We have calculated the ratio of the zO multiplicity, nno, to the total charged

particle multiplicity assuming that

                          nrro ="S(nrt++n.-). (2s)

As a result, we have found the ratio as O.40Å}O.04 at V5 = 19.4 GeV, the center-of-

mass energy of pp collisions at 200 GeVlc. We have found also that the ratio of the

charge multiplicity at 19.4 GeV to that at 23 GeV, the ceRter-of-mass energy of the

ISR data, is O.93Å}O.05. We have scaled the pseudo-rapidity distribution at 23 GeV
multiplying by O.93Å}O.05 and O.40 Å}O.04 to obtain the remnant-nO distribution at
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ll. Results of fitting of the multiplicity data to the forrriula

    [48].
(27) from
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type A B C x2!R.d.f.

nrt+

71n"

nK+

nK-

np

-1.55 Å} O.32

-2.98 Å} O.22

-O.46 th O.03

-o.4s Å} o.e3

-o.2o Å} o.e2

o.s2 Å}o.e7

O.94 th O.05

O.l20 Å} O.O08

O.100 Å} O.O07

o.o3g Å} o.eo3

O.79 Å} O.47

3.31 Å} O.33

e.sg Å} e.es

O.70 th O.06

O.37 Å} O.04

O.5

O.3

1.5

1.3

3.6

ncharge -4.32 Å} O.22 196 Å}e.04 7.65 Å} O.41 2.6

ts =: 19.4 GeV. The tot'al multiplicity of rcO in the toward side is found to be

1.76Å}O,32. •
Fake Photons from rr O/ ij

    Three types of fake events which originated from zOln events have been

considered.
    (a) two photons from the nO decay merge into one shower

    (b) one photon frorn the zOln decay is not detected in the CEMC because the

       energy of the photon is below the threshold value, O.5 GeV
    (c) one photon from the rrOln decay misses the CEMCand the guard counter.

    The amount of such fake eveRts has been estimated by means of the Monte Carlo
simulation using the leading-ne distribution of our experimental data and the remnant-

nO distribution obtained above. The fake event of type (c) has been evaluated from

the purely geometrical acceptances of the CEMC and the guard counter. The
estimations of types (a) and (b) have required the performance of the sltower

reconstruction. We have included the separation efficiency as a function of the
distance of the two photons oR the surface of the CEMC to evaluate the number of
events of type (a). The energy resolution, energy threshold, and the position shift are

included in the estimation of the number of events of type (b). It should be noted
that the inclusion of those effects reproduces the nO reconstruction efficiency presented

in the previous section. It has been found that the number of fake events has been
reduced to 43Å}79o due to the f}tnction of isolation of the singleness method.

    The simulation has resulted in the number of the fake photons from nOfn to be

220Å}22.

    We have performed anotker Monte Carlo simulation using the simulation
packages of PyTHiA 5.4 and GEANT 3.15 for the evaluation of the fake events. The
results of the simulation ltas been found to be consistent with the simulation based on

the experimental data.

Contamination with Hadrons
    The Rumber of hadrons, Nrrc(PT) , which have been misidentified as the photoRs is

writteit as follows:

               NHc(2t'T) == fq.>p.(i-E;lej) C (qT,PT) IVH (qT) dqT. (29)

    Here e#,j stands for the rejection efficiency for hadrons. The ; (qT,pT) is the
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response function of the CEMC for hadrons, which is defined as the probability to

misidentify a ltadron with tlte transverse momentum of qT as a photon with the

transverse momentum ofpT. The function must be zero in the regionpT > qT. The
NH(qT) stands for the number of hadrons with the transverse momeRta between ze

and qT+dqT.
   The NH(gT) has been calculated to be the number of nO with pT divided by

O.40Å}O.04, which was obtained from the ISR-data mentioned in the previous section.

As rnentioned in the previous section (p. 12), our calibration data show

                       (1-E;lej) CI (qT,PT) == O.OOI, (30)

when pT is equal to qT. If we assume that the response function, C(qT,PT), is
independent of qT and pT iR our regions of gT and pT, we could calculate IVHc(pT) iR

Equation (29) easily. Consequently, the hadron contamination has been estimated to

be 49.7Å}3.4 events. A part of them have been thrown out by the charged particle
rejection in Criterion (iv). It has been expected to be 15.8Å}1.8 events. Since the

number of the showers which have been thrown out using Criterion (iv), that is 17, is

consistent with this Rumber of events, the electron contamination has been expected to

be negligible. The number of rest of hadrons, 33.9Å}3.8 events, has been reduced to

14.6Å}2.9 by means of the "function of isolation" of the singleness method.

   The ratio of the direct-photon candidates after the subtraction of hadron
contaminations to the detected nO is piotted as a function of pT in Figure 41. Tlte

shaded band shows the background with error evaluated in p.467 The width of the

band showsthe error of the evaluation. The error bars indicate the statistical

uncertamtles.

5.1.2 Efficiency ofDirect-Photon Detection

   The evaluation of the efficiency of the singleness method is descrlbed in this

sec"on.
   Some fraction of the direct-photon events have been rejected by the singleness
method. For exampie, if a ze is emitted close to the directioR of a direct photon, one

of the decay photons from the ffO may hit the guard counter. Such a direct-photon

event might be killed by Criterion (v). In order to study such an effect, we have

studied the charged particle distribution for the event when the direct photon has been

produced.

   We have measured the azimuthal distribution of the charged particles using the

guard counter and the MWPC's. We define AÅë as the azimuthal opening angle
between the triggered photon and the charged particle. Let ,Fi (A Åë) be the AÅë
distribution of the charged particle as

                                 -1 dN,                          Fi (AÅë)--Iig7. dAÅë• (31)
Here Ni represents the number of eveRts such as direct-photon events (IVr), direct-
photon candidates (N-,-), or rrO and n events (N.o,,). The AÅë distribution of the

charged particle for the events with the direct-pkoton candidate, F-,- (A Åë), is

expressed as
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                 Al'"r"F"r" (A ip) = A7[no,n F-o,n (A ip) + IVrFr(A ip)• (32)

Here the number of direct-photon candidates is denoted by IV",". The background
contribution from the zO and n events are represented by IVno,n. We have obtained

the numbers, N[`r-, Nno,n, and ATr in the previous section to be 473 Å} 3,
220Å}22, and 253Å}22, respectively. The distributions F-,•• (AÅë) and F.o,n (AÅë) have

been measured. The charged particle distribution for the direct-photon events,
Fr (A Åë), has been derived using Equation (32) with these values.

    Figure 42(a) shows N, ' F, (A Åë) (closed square) and N.e,n ' Fno,n (A Åë) (open

square). The

Fig.
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simulated using PyTmA 5.79. The total number of IV,• F,(A ip) in tke region
1200K A Åëg1800 has been normalized to that of Nno,n ' F.o,n (A Åë) assuming that the

event structure in the away side is the same for the direct-photon events aRd the nO

and n events. The less counts in the region around AÅë=90e are due to the detector

acceptance. Small multiplicity of charged particles around the triggered photon has
been observed in the direct-photon events in comparison with that of ze aRd n evepts,

as we expected in Section 5.1. The distribution of the direct-photon events has been

found to be very close to the one obtained by the PyTmA simulation.
    Figure 42(b) shows the charged particle distributions in pp collisions at VSJ== 63.0 GeV

measured at the ISR [11]. The distributions show the similar tendency as ours.

    Since our distribution of charged particles in direct-photon events agrees with the

one from the PyTHiA simulation, we have employed the PyTHiA simulation to evaluate
tke efficiency of the singleness method. It has been found'tltat about 309o of direct-

photon events has been eliminated using this method, Figure 43 shows the
efficiencies of the singleness method as a function ofpT of the direct photon.

5.I.3 Eyaluation ofSystematic Errors

    The systematic uncertainties in the cross section are summarized in Table 12. The

uncertainty in the integrated luminosity has been estimated from the run-to-run
variation of the cross section of the lowest-pT ze as in the case of the nO cross section.

The uncertainty of tlte target density is negligible. The uncertainty of the vertex

finding effieiency has been 109o. The uncertainty in the efficiency of singleness
method is 39o ,

                  Table 12. Systematic uncertainties in the cross
                            section for direct-photon production.
                            We have evaluated the uncertainties
                            by taking simple sums rather than
                            quadratic sums as shown in the
                            column labeled "subtotal".

prindependent uncertainties

integrated luminosity 12%
vertex Åëut efficency

singleness method efficiency

sttbtotal

109o

 3a/.

259e

pT-qependent uncertainties

geometrical acceptanÅëe

number of rr O/ 7

multiplicity of rr O

  < 19o
4.1-8.89o

4.9-7.09o

subtota} 9.0-169o

uncertainties ef pT value

incideRt angle of beam <O.Ol%
energy-scale uncertainty < O.29o

posltlon uncertamtles < O.29o

subtotal < O.49o

9 During this analysis, the simulation package PyTmA has been updated,

 the reactions we have studied.
though there is no change in
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   The origins of the pTdependent uncertainty are in the numbers of zO and n
mesons and the multiplicities of zO and rp mesons.

   The uncertainty ofpTvalue has beeR estimated as in the same way as in the case
of zO production.

5.2 EventSelectionforDeduction ofAsymmetry
5.2.1 Away-Side RequirementforDirect-Photon Candidates
    Since the vertex finding efficiency is not so great, tltat is 339o, we have replaced

the vertex cut with "away-side cut" wkich has required at least one charged or neutral

particle in the region of cosA ip < -O,6 on any of the CEMC, the guard counter, or

the MWPC, where A ip is defined as the azimuthal opening aRgle between the particle

and the direct-photofi candidate. The efficiency of this cut has been estimated with

the two types of Monte Carlo simulations rnentioned above. One of them has been

developed oR the basis of experimental data and the other one is based on the
simulation packages of PyTmA and GEANT. The deve}oped simulation has resulted in
939(o for the efficiency and the simulation with PyTmA and GEANT has given 9491o.

Since the particle distribution in the away side for direct-photon events is similar to

the one for the rre events as shown in the previous section, we expect that the
efficiency for direct-photon events is the same efficiency as that of our high-pT zO

events, which has given 93.2Å}3.49o. This value is the same as the ones obtained
with the simulations within the errors, heRce it demoRstrates the reliability of the

simulations. The efficiency estimated usiRg the simulation packages of PyTmA and
GEANT is plotted as a function ofpT in Figure 44.

   After the selection with Criteria (ii)-(y) and the "away-side cut" instead of vertex

cut, we have obtained 1,557 direct-photon candidates. It is wortk mentioning that
989(o of vertex cut eveRts satisfies the "away-side cut".

   In order to estimate the contamination with the events from out of the target, we

have compared the pT spectra of the photons obtained by the "away-side cut" with the

spectrum obtained by the vertex cut. For this purpose we have decomposed the
spectrum before the vertex cut into two components, one for the events with the
vertex inside the target, Mtn (pT) and that witlt the vertex out of the target, NTout (pT).

It has been found that the slope of Mtn in (pT) is steeper than that of AiTeut(pT). Thus it
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it possible for the spectrum obtained by the "away-side" cut, NTatvay (pT), to be fit to

the equation

                     Ail.r,,.u (PT) = arlVil, (PT) + BA71,T,t (PT). (33)

We have obtained tke results as

                             cr = 2.90 Å} O.20,                            (P : O.15 + O.08,

wltere the reduced x2 is 1.33. Here we expect the value ' of cr as,

                                cr=ewevertex' (34)
whiclt has been calculated to be 2.85 with the vaiues of ea,vay= O.94 aRd evertex = O•33•

Hence the results of the fit are consistent with our expectation. The estimated
background contribution is shown in Figure 45. The ratio of the backgrouRd to tke

total events ranges from 6.4 to 8.7% in the region, 2.5 -<pT f{;3.1 GeVlc. We have

used this region to derive the asymmetry AN. Averagiitg over the pT region, we have
evaluated the contamiRation to be 7.4Å}O.7a/o.

5.2.2 Determination ofAsymmetry and Systematic Uncertainties

The asymmetry AN is calculated as,

                             - 1 ff (L) ma (R)                          AN--]Pl; .(L) +.(R)• (3S)
Here PB denotes the average beam polarization, which has been 469o Å}1.99(o. The

6 (L) and ff (R) represeRt the cross sectionsfor the direct-photon productions in "}eft"

and "right" sides, respectively. The "left" side is defifled as the Ieft side seen from

upstream when the beam polarization is "up". The rotational symmetry around the
beam axis requires that the cross section for the "left" by "up" is equal tothat for the

"right" by "down". Hence we have calculated a(L) and a(R) as

                               1                        ff(L) :-iii-{ff(t,1)+ff(;,2)} (36)

                               1                        o'(R) -- -2 {a'(;,1) +a(T,2)} (37)
Here o(t ,i) and a(S ,i) denote the cross sections obtained with the beams polarized

           :ggNi:Go (aa.).y.slde.t,,,.ts .A..tcwo+:.: (b)
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       Fig. 45. (a)Background conÅíribution to the events selected with away-side cut as

              a function of pT. (b)Ratio of the number of the estlmated background to
              the number of total eveRts as a function ofpT. The error bars indicate
              statistical errors.
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in "up" and "dowR" directions, respective}y, using the the CEMCi (i-- 1,2).

    Possible origins of fake asymmetry are in the beam counting, and the difference in

the detection efficiency between CEMCI and CEMC2. To estimate how those effects
contribute to the asymmetry, let us suppose that tlte beam counting causes the cross

section asymmetry (crB) as

                             ;'.S[g ,.i+... (38)

Here ff-" denotes the experimentally determined cross section which is different from

the real valuedue to apossible problem in beam counting. Let us suppose that the
difference in the detector respoAses causes the cross section asymmetry (crD) as

                              l-llZ]-i+cr.. ' ''(3g)

                                         AThen the experimentally determined asyiiimetry, AN, will be,

     'AN - rk g-[kli$ g-[i l:),i ,rg lg),i '3[iIB

        m l a(t,1)+(1+aD)(1+crB)ff(;,2)-(l+crD)a(t,2)-(1+crB)a(;,1)
           PB a( t ,1) + (l -F crD) (1+crB) ff( ; ,2) +(1+crD) a( t ,2)+(1+crB) cr (; ,1)

Here we have converted the experimental cross sections ( a) to real ones (6) using the

asymmetry parameters, crB and aD. The rotational symmetry requires real cross
sections to be

                         a(t,1) == a(;,2) :a(L) (40)
                         a(t,1) == a(l,2) == G(R) (41)
                                         AHence the experimentally determiRed asymmetry AN is,

          ';i7N - pi. [lll$2D.IZz$:;ZB.]a.[`,i -. (,l'.gs ".Il2z',g(,Åíl (42)

                           'If we assume that crB<1 and crD<(1, we can neglect cvB • crD comparing to unity. Then

the asymmetry will be,

                                A                                AN =: AN. (43)
    Since the asymmetry crB is solely relevant to the beam, the crB has been estimated
using the cross section for the nO production, which has much higlter statistics than

that ofthe direct-photon production.

                               ffno( i ,1)+orrO( ; ,2)
                               arrO(t,1)+orro(T,2)' (44)                       1+aB ==

The result shows crB == -SÅ}29(o.

    For the evaluation of the asymmetry crD, we have used all the beam phase space,

includiRg unpolarized part of the beam. As the asymmetry might depend on the
particle and on its pT, the asymmetry has been estimated for only the direct-photon

candidates in the pT region of iRterest, 2.5f{;pTf{g 3.i GeVlc.

                            ar( t ,2) +ar( l ,2) +ar(O,2)
                                                                     (45)                    1+crD :
                            or( t ,l) +ar( i ,1) + ffr(o,1)

Here a' (O,1) and ffr (O,2) denote the cross sections obtained using unpolarized part of

the beam with CEMCI and CEMC2, respectively. The result shows crD =
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7.4 -+ 13.39o.

asymmetry, AN,

         m-

   The
which has been
The

Hence it has been found that cuB• aD -- ww
due to those asymmetries has been evaluated as

  1 (1+1+c\.+cr.+cr.cr.) - (1+cr.+l+crB)

O.37 -+ O.6891o. False

              PB (1+1+cr.+cr.+cr.cr.) + (1+cr.+l+cr.) == O•O02• (46)

       asymmetry is affected by the uncertainty in the absolute beam polarization,

              46 Å} 1.99(o, which corresponds to the uRcertaiRty of 4.19(o for AN.

    background in the away-side cut also affects the asymmetry. The contribution of

this background in the pT range of interest has been 7.4Å}O.79to. ']rhe uncertainty has

been estimated to be 16%.

   The uncertainty ofpT value has been estimated iR tke same way as in the case of
the cross section for the 7rO production.

   The uncertaiBties in the asymmetry are tabulated in Table 13.

6 ResultsandDiscussion

6.I Cross Sectionfor nO Production
   The invariant cross section for inclusive nO production in 1 xFl <O.1 has been

obtained as a function of pT. The results are tabulated in Table 14. The first error

represents the statistical one and the second error represents the systematic one. The

systematic uncertainty in tlte high-pT region mainly originates from the evaiuation of

the recoilstruction efficiency, The data are shown in Figure 46. Plotted together are

the cross sections measured at FNAL using a 200-GeVlc proton beam upon a liquid-

hydrogen target (open square) [49]. The dashed iines skow the results of the global
fit of the ISR data in 23.5< Vg <62.4 GeV I50]. The curves are extrapolated to

19.4 GeV. The differeRce between two 1ines reflects the errors in fitting parameters.

Tke solid iine shows the fit of tlte FNAL data, in which V[iJ ranges from 13.7 GeV to

23.8 GeV [45].

   Good agreement among the experimental data has been found. Although tlte

Table 13. Systematic uncertaiRties in asymmetry

   AN. The subtotal of the uncertainty
   in tke absolute values has been
   calculated by Hquation (46).

absolute values of asymmetry

beam asymmetry
detector asymmetry

 59o
7.49o

subtotal(false asymmetry) O.20%
seale ef asymmetry

absolute polarization

background in aivay-side cut

4.1%
169o

subtotal 20%
uneertainties in pT yalue

lncident angle of beam

energy-scale uncertainty

< O.Ol%
 < O.29o

posltlon uncertamtles < O.2o/e

subtotal < O.49o
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Table 14. Invariant cross sections for nO production in 1 xFI < e.Ol in pp

         co}lisions at 2eO GeVlc. The pT iR the secoRd column shows the
         average traRsverse momentum. The first errors of the cross sectioRs
         are of statistical ones and the second errors are systematic ones.

pTraRge(GeVlc) pT(GeVlc) Ei ;3gg(cm2Gev-2c3)

2.5-2.7

2.7-2.9

2.9-3.1

3.1-3.4

3.4-3.8

3.8-4.5

2.59

2.79

2.99

3.23

3.S6

4.06

(l.84 Å} O.02 Å} O.ll) Å~ lo-3i

<8.08 Å} O.B Å} e.4g) Å~ leww32

(3.63 Å} O.08 Å} O.21) Å~lo-32

(1.42 d e.04 Å}e.os) Å~ le-32

(3.77 Å} O.39 skO.28) Å~lo-33

(7.14 Å} O.75 Å}1.47) Å~loh34

  fitting curves disagree eaclt other in lower-pT region, they agree with our data in our
  pT region. Therefore, the cross section for production of high--pT ze in pp collisions is

  well understood in the kinematical region of interest, 2.5<pT<4.5 GeV/c at
  vgr :1g.4 Gev.

  6.2 CrossSectionforDirect-PhotonProduction

  Results

      The direct-photofi candidates have been deduced in the previous section.
  According to Monte Carlo simulations, the signal-to-noise ratio has been improved to

  about 1:1 for the sake of the singleness method, And about a half of the candidates
  has been found to be the background from rrOlrp. Other contaminations such as

  electrons and hadrons have been negligible. Those backgrounds have been subtracted

  statistically. The efficiency of our analysis has been evaluated using Monte Carlo

  simulations.
      The cross sectioR for inclusive direct-photon production in lxF I <e.15 in pp

  collisions at 200 GeVlc has been obtained by correcting the yield of direct photons by

  detection efficiencies. Results are tabulated in Table 15. The first errors are

  statistical ones and the second errors are the systematic ones. Normalization
  uncertainty has been evaluated to be 259o,
i

      The data are plotted in Figure 47 togetlter with the cross sectioR per nucleon
  measured in previous experiments using carbon targets at CERN I14] and at Fermilab

  [15]. The error bars indicate the statistical ones. The dashed curve shows the result

  of phenomenological fit in Reference I15]. The previous experimental data agree
  with our data within experimental uncertainties, if we assume that the cross section is

  proportional to the atomic number.

      The solid and dashed lines show theoretical calculations by Owens [51] and by

  Aurenche et al. [5] using the sets of structure functions, that is 9uke--Owens (DO)

  set 1 (dashed lines) and set 2 (solid lines) [52]. The cross sections were calculated for

  the pT regioR above some pT threshold. The threshold corresponded to lower limit of
  22 to apply the structure functions, that is 4 GeV2. These calculations were made up
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Fig. 47. Invariant cross section for direct-
        photon production in IxFl <e.15 in
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                 in pp collisioR at
 average traRsverse mornentum. The
oÅí statistica} nature, while the second

   ' uncertaintes. Normalization
o.

pTrange(GeV/c) pT(GeVfc) E{;3g(crn2GeV
rm 2c3)

2.5-2.7

2.7-2.9

2.9-3.1

3.1-3.4

3.4-3.8

2.59

2.79

2.99

3.23

3.56

(4.90 rihr O.61 Å} O.49)

(1.58 Å} O.38 Å} O.25)

(1.15 Å} O.27 Å} O.13)

(5.39 Å} 2.60 Å} O.59)

(3.12 Å} O.91 Å} e.27)

Å~ le-33

Å~ le-33

Å~ 10nt33

Å~ 10-34

Å~ 10ww34
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PhenomenoiogicalAnalysis
    Figure 48 shows tlte invariant cross sections for inclusive direct-photon production

in pp collisions in the range 19.4 GeV <ts<63.0 GeV. The data from E629 and

NA3 were obtained using a carbon target, and the data from E706 were obtained
using a beryllium target, Therefore, the data are normalized by the atomic numbers.
The curves are the global-fitiO to the form

                          Eddp3g=ft v$ (l-vT)'. (47)

Kere xT is defined as

                                    k2                                                                     (48)                                XT ""                                     lvfgr- .. .
The values of fittiAg parameters are summarized in Table 16. To demonstrate the xr

scaling behavior of the cross section, which presumably refiects the Bjorken scaling,
the data on p'i•E$303 are showR in Figure 49. In order to examine whether the
expression (47) holds for a very large VgJ range, we have performed two additional

fits; one of them has been performed without the data at the lowest V[iJ(19.4 GeV)

among the data set and the otlter is done without the ones at the highest ts
(63.0 GeV). These fits give x2 per degree of freedom arouRd unity, but contributioRs
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'O It is pointed out thaÅí the formula is not expected to hold in very largepT and Vi' region {53].
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Table 16. Results of phenomenological fits of the data to Equation
         (47). The fitI has been done wiÅíh all the data. The fit II
         has been performed without the data of the lowest V5
         (19.4 GeV), while the fit III has been doRe without the
         data of the highest VY (63.0 GeV).

fit A R a b x21ndf

I

II

III

6.69 Å~ lo6

2.63 Å~ lo6

1.46 Å~ lo5

555
5.36

6.79

 O.Ol

- e.25

- 2.81

9.18

8.44

3.14

61.2/61

20,4145

46.5/43

of 19.4-GeV data to the x2 are significant as seen from Table 16. This fact suggests

the existence of another source of the direct photoR in lower-Vg region, such as the

bremsstrahlung from final state particles.

Conrparison with LUiVD-model Calculations

    The PyTHiA is a simulation package which generates events of hard processes in

the leading order utilizing the LUND fragrnentation model [43] for the subsequent

fragmentation of quarks and gluons into hadrons and photons. To extract realistic

numerical values from tlte PyTmA simulation, we must tune several parameters; the K-
factor, the choice of structure functions, kT smearing, and 22 definition. Brief

discussions on these parameters are given in order.

    Even though the simuiation includes only leading order processes, effects of
higher order processes cafi be included through the K-factor. Here the K-factor is

defined as the ratio of the full summation of perturbation series of the cross section to

the cross section in tke leading order (ao) as,

                          ao+asai+'''=K• ao. (49)
In the PyTmA, the Kr-factor is introduced effectively through a shift of the 22 in

cr. (e2) as a, (O.075e2). The effective K-factor thus obtained is in accordance with

the results in Reference [54]. For example, the direct-photon cross section in next-to-

Ieading order was calculated by Aurenche [5], and the K-factor was found to be
approximately 2. [l]he effective K-factor which is included in PyTHiA simulation is also

about 2 in our V5 region.

    In the current version of PyTmA, the structure fufiction set is CTEQ2L [55], if not

specified. The set was tke best Ieading order fit at the time of the release of the

PyTmA. The precision measurement of pa2(x) by deep-inelastic scattering of muon

from the proton target [56] favors G}RV [571 set. The ABFOW set was obtained
from the detailed analysis of the cross sections for the direct-photon production in pp

and Pp collisions. We have employed the GRV, ABFOW, and CTEQ2L sets for the
simulation.

    The kT denotes the intrinsic transverse momentum of partons. In the parton

model, the kT reflects the size of the hadron via the uncertainty principle. The
existence of kT leads to the increase of cross section. In P\TfliA kT is smeared to have

a Gaussian distribution with a of O.44 GeVlc. We have employed this distribution.
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    There is an uncertaiRty iR the choice of e2 scale, which is used to evaluate the

running coupling coRstant aRd structure functions. The 22 is often related to pT of

the produced photon as

                               Q2 =: C •P2,, (50)
where C ranges from about O.25 to 4.0. Lower vaiue of C results in larger cross
section. We have ernployed the value of C as O.25 for our simulation according to
the discussion in Reference [58].

    The bremsstrahlung contribution isnot included in the PyTHiA simulation of tke
direct-photon productionii.

    Figure 50 shows the comparison between the experimental results and the
simulation. The simulation has been performed at four VY points; 19.4 GeV,
22.9 GeV, 30.6 GeV, and 63.e GeV. Four types of simulations have been done for
each VY point; the simulations in the leading order using (i) CTEQ2L (ii) ABFOW

(iii) GRV set of structure functions altd (iv) the simulation including the effective K-

factor with CTEQ2L set. Among them, the CTEQ2L gives the Iargest cross sectiofi,

and the GRV set gives the smallest. This is attributed to the large gluon content in

the kinematical range of interest. The CTEQ2L with the effective K-factor
reproduces the data well, while simulations tend to overestimate in higher-pT region

and underestimate in lowerpT regioR. ORe of tke reasons of the discrepancy in lower

pT region is in the fact that the bremsstrahlung contribution is not included in the

simulation. To understand the cross section more precisely, further investigation of

the direct-photon production in lower pT region is necessary. For example, the
measurement of the multiplicity of charged particles in the direct-photon production

will provide usefu1 information on the production mechanism.

6.3 AsymmetryforDirect-Photon Production
    The single transverse-spin asymmetry AN for the direct-photon production in pp

collision at 200 GeV/c has beeR obtained in the region, 2.5 <pT<3.1 GeV!c and
 I xF l <O.15. The data are averaged over 2.5< pT<3.1 GeVlc and presented in

two xF bins, mO.15<xF<O.OO and O.OO<xF<O.15. The averagedpT is 2.73 GeVlc,
which corresponds to xT == O.28, for both xF bins. The background contributions are

estimated separately for each xF bins and each beam polarization, "up"( t ) and
"down"(t), using the number of nOln in each bin. Therefore, possible asymmetry in

nOln productions are e.xcluded from the direct-photon asymmetry, altbough the
asymmetry in rre productions is found to be consistent with zero [59].

    The obtaiRed asymmetry is tabulated iR Table 17. The first errors are of statistical

nature and the second ones are systematic uncertainties. The systematic errors
mainly originate from' the uncertainties in the number of leading Teln's and the
multiplicity of the remnant rrO's used for calculations of fake event contributions.

There is an uncertainty in the scale of the asymmetry, which originates from the

ii It is not impossible to include the bremsstrahlung in the PyTHiA simulation, although such a

  sirnulation iRvests extensive CPU time. We have included oRly the gluon "Compton" and
  annihilation subprocesses in the simulation.
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Table 17. Single spiR asymmetries for direct-
    photon production in pp collisions at

    200 GeVlc. Tke xF in the secoRd
    column shows the average value.
    Asymmetries are followed by
    staÅíistical errors and systematic errors.

    Average pT is 2.73 GeVlc.

xF range XF AN(9o)

-O.15-O.OO

O.OO-O.15

-o.e4

o.e6

16.7 Å} 3e.e

-O.6 Å} 21.6

Å} 7.4

Å} 5.7

absolute beam polarization and from the out-of-target events. The scale uncertainty

is estimated to be 2e9o.

    Figure 51 shows the obtained asymmetries. The statistical errors are indicated as

the error bars and the systematic uncertainties are indicated as squared brackets

additively to the statistical errors. The solid and dashed curves show theoretical

predictions ofi tke asymmetry [32] using two models on the twist-3 matrix element
T (x,sT) ,
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51. Sing}e transverse-spin asymrnetry AN

    for direct-photon production in pp
    collisions as a function of xF. The

    presented data are the results
    obtained in 2.5 SpT f{:3.1 GeVlc.
    The error bars indicate the statistical

    one and the squared brackets show
    the systematic unÅëertainties additively

    to the statistical ones. The solid and

    dashed curves show the predicted
    asymmetry by Qiu and Sterman [32]
    using two different models for the
    twist-3 matrix elemeRt shown in
    Equations (52) and (52), respectively.
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                  Ti(x,sT) UCr'F2(a7)/x (GeV) (rr}odel) (51)

                  Tu(x,sT) fU CT',l72(x) (GeV) (modell) (52)

Rere they took mass scale parameter CT as O.2 GeV. Their calculation has actually
been done for v<i =:30 GeV and pT =4.0 GeVlc, hence xT=:O.27. The xT value is

similar to ours, that is xT ==O.28. In the direct comparison, however, one should think

of several 22-dependent factors; one originates from the running coupling constant
cr, (92), one from the 22-evolution of structure functions, and 11VZ25:i dependence of

the twist-3 contribution.

    IR spite of the difference in e2 scale, the data suggests that the strength of the

quark-gluon correlation does not exceed their estimation.

    Recently the Spin Muon Collaboration (S}v[C) at CERN measured the spin
dependent structure function of the proton, ga (x) [61 - 66], using a longitudinally-

polarized muon and a transversely-polarized target [67]. The function gg (x) consists

of pure twist-3 part and the term which is related to ge (x). Their data are consistent

with the assumption that the pure twist--3 part of ge (x), that is gg (x), is identical to

zero. According to Ehrnsperger et aL I68], there is a relation between twist-3 matrix

element, T(x, sT), and g8 (x) as,

                f-i, T (x,sT) dx = rm12 cM2Ro fiox2g-," (x) dx. (s3)

Here Re denotes the radius of the proton,ctakes the value ranging from 113 to 1, and

M stands for the mass of the proton. Our data aRd the SMC data, which are
interpreted to exclude a large twist-3 contribution, are consistent, although both data

do not provide the full integration of the functions. To determiRe the magnitude of

the twist-3 contribution, further investigatiofis with high statistics and larger acceptance

to cover large positive and negative xF regions are desired.

   The asymmetry AN for direct-photen production has beeR measured for the first
time and the data have provided a limit on the guark-gluon correlation in the proton.

The measurement have shed the light on the spiR structureat the twist-3 level. The

data also clarified that the production mechanism of the direct photoR in this
kiRematical region must be understood in more quantitative way to elucidate the spin

structure of hadrons.

7 Conclusion

   The single traAsverse-spifi asymmetry for direct-photon production has been
measured for the first time using the polarized-proton bearn of 200 6eVlc upon
unpolarized liquid-hydrogen target at Fermilab Spin Physics Facility. The cress

sections for pp . rX have also been measured. The high-pT direct-pkoton
production in pp collisions has been considered to be sensitive to the gluon content of

the proton because the production is dominated by the gluon "Compton" subprocess.

In the context oS the study of the spin structure of the proton, the direct photon is

expected to become more important in understanding the role of gluon in the spin
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polarization of the proton. The asymmetry AN in the direct-photon production is
considered to be sensitive to the spin structure of the proton at the twist-3 level, which
                        iis normally suppressed by v(Qsi with respect to the Ieading term. The asynimetry,

however, ltas never.been measured yet because of a lack of kigh-energy polarized
beam and smallness of the productiofi cross section. We have made the measurement

feasible by the construction of the polarized-proton beam utilizing the A-decay and

the installatioR of the fiRely-granulated calorimeter and tlte photolt detector (guard

counter) which has surrounded the fiducial area of the calorimeter. The photon
detector has been usefu} to reduce the background significantly.

   The extraction of the direct photon has been done on the basis of (i) background
rejection using the photon detector, (ii) the precision measurement of yields of ze and

rp mesons whiclt are the major background, and (iii) the detailed study of the event

structure utiliziRg both of the experimental data and Monte Carlo simulations. As a

consequence, the data on the cross section and the asymmetry for direct-photon
production have been obtaified as well as the cross section for the nO productiofi.

   The obtained TO cross sections agree to those by the previous measurements using

the proton beam on liquid hydrogen target. Phenomenological fits of the ISR data in
23.5S V5 g62.4 GeV and the Fermilab data in 13,7S ,/li S23.8 GeV have agreed
with our data. TkereÅíore, the cross section for rtO productionis well understood.

   The cross section for the direct-photon production has been obtained for
 I xF 1 <O.15 and 2.5f{lpT :{3.8 GeVlc as a fuilction of pT, This is the first data in

pure pp collisions at 200 GeVlc. Tke cross section for the direct-photon production

agrees with the previous data obtained using the proton beam on carbon target at

FNAL aRd at CERN, assuming that the cross section is proportional to the atomic

number of the target. Theoretical calculatioRs agree with our data. The data
favors a hard gluon distribution. The data in 19.4g VY S 63.e GeV have been
successfully fit to the form EL:l31}g = $.p-x"T (2-xT)b. The leading order calculations using

the PyTmA simulation underestimate the cross section. If higher-order etifects are
takeR into account, the simitIation gives a better description of the data in 19,4 S;ts

S63.0 GeV.
   The asymmetry AN for the direct-photon production has beeR measured in
 I xF i <O.25 and 2.5 {: pTS:3.1 6eVlc as a function of xF. The measured asymmetry

AN is consistent witlt zero within the experimental accuracy. In this sense, the data

do not suggest a strong quark-gluon correlation exceeding the theoretical assumption

made by Qiu and StermaR. The measuremeRt have shed the light on the spiR
structure at the twlst-3 level. The data have also clarified that the production

mechanism of the direct-photon in this kinematical region must be investigated in

more quantitatively to extract the spin structure from the data. The study will be
extended to include a larger kinematical region aRd higher statistics and elucidate the

spin structure of the nucleon. The present experimental data have provided the basis

of such studies,
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